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The novel Salvage the.

Have you read any books by Jesmyn Ward? Therefore, the most tender memories that Esch keeps in her head
are connected with her mother. She lives with her father and 3 brothers in small bayou town called Bois
Sauvage in Mississippi. The family feels the house tilting and notices the attic filling with water. Esch Batiste
is 15 years old, the third born in a family of four. Her father has problems with alcohol, and her mother died
after her last pregnancy when Esch was only 8 years old. She has three brothers and a hard-drinking father;
one of her brothers is raising pit bulls for fighting. Though Esch still encounters imagery linking men to metal,
it comes this time in the form of an anonymous man on the telephone with an "iron throat," who informs her
of the coming hurricane  A tree has fallen on the house and burst into the room. She remembers Hurricane
Elaine, when Mama let her peek through the plywood laid over the windows and into the storm,
simultaneously letting Esch feel her belly, pregnant with Junior and full of water. Esch is the main caregiver
for her brothers and. Something about your lips and eyes. She left us a dark Gulf and salt burned land. Skeetah
engages the family in his dog-fights while his friends take interest in Esch at each match or gathering. Esch is
only fifteen years old when she realizes that her life is collapsing in on her. Daddy and Skeetah relocate to the
living room. In the waning light after dark, Esch reads about Medea and realizes that water will be deadly for
both her and the Greek goddess. These gender-related power shifts speak to the power of the storm to upset
order and hierarchies, leaving room for new power dynamics that could allow women, including Esch, more
strength. New York: Bloomsbury  Share this:. Skeetah remembers her telling the kids she loved them and to
take care of each other as Daddy carried her to his truck the day she died. Each person will have to jump onto
the tree trunk in order to reach it. Mama is an invisible guardian whose lessons still continue to guide and
protect all of her children. The kids rush into the room, where Daddy is unharmed. In the opening pages, I felt
a stranger to this family, whose experiences and culture are so foreign to mine even though we live in the same
country. For her brothers, Esch, like her mother, is the glue that links whole family together. Skeetah calls for
China, hysterical. Jesmyn grew up with her family in rural Mississippi trailer parks. Her father has problems
with alcohol, and her mother died after her last pregnancy when Esch was only 8 years old. Esch often
recognizes similarities with Mama in physical appearance and behavior of her brothers. Salvage the Bones is
about an African American family and their rural community of Bois Sauvage, Mississippi, where most of the
residents are poor, much like the place where Jesmyn grew up. Salvage the Bones. This paper analyzes the
character of Esch Batiste, highlighting her struggles and transformation from the beginning of the novel to the
end. They catch him shoving a package he takes from his dresser into his pants.


